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Abstract: In this paper, the problem of 3D-object model reconstruction from engineering drawing projections is analysed, and its main 
stages are shown. Image vectorisation and entity recognition is mentioned briefly, the main focus being editing or the parameterisation of 
vectorised drawings and 3D object model reconstruction from vectorised ED projections. Vectorised drawing, as a rule, do not exactly 
correspond to sizes and other features (touching, parallelity, perpendicularly, symmetry, collinearity, etc.) being available on the initial 
drawing, and this ED vector model is not suitable for direct use in CAD systems. That is why the parameterisation stage is introduced 
and considered in detail. An algorithm for 3D-object reconstruction from the vectorised and parameterised drawing is proposed. The 
algorithm is based on the detection of volumetric solid-state object components (primitives), and performing theoretic-set operations with 
the components. Practical experience in realising these stages is shown.
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i .  INTRODUCTION

In spite of the already quite long period of using computers 
for design, manufacture and maintenance processes, there 
are still many engineering drawings that should be trans
ferred into electronic format. The manual input of drawings 
into CAD systems is a slow and expensive process. During 
last decade, automatic input devices (scanners) have started 
to be used for this task. Their use allows us to quickly 
transform drawings in a digital raster form, but requires 
highly developed software to convert scanned images in the 
required vector form.

The desirable output of this transformation for engineering 
drawings would be a 3D model of an object drawn at the 
ED projections. There are many papers [1,2] that discuss 
such a transformation, although there are no known auto
matic solutions of this task.

The first step could be the automatic transformation of 
EDs into ED entities or 2D object models suitable for CAD 
systems. There are many systems that perform automatic 
image vectorisation, and which allow one to represent the 
image in terms of graphic primitives or ED entities [3-5] .

However, vectorised drawings usually have too many
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errors to be of use directly in CAD systems. A computer 
drawing model obtained after vectorisation, as a rule, does 
not exactly correspond to sizes and other features (touching, 
parallelity, perpendicularly, symmetry, collinearity, etc.) avail
able on the initial drawing. This severely limits the opport
unities of using vectorised drawings in the process of com
puter-aided design, and means that the vectorised drawing 
should be edited. This leads to the introduction of a special 
stage in the system, called editing or parameterisation [6].

After vectorisation and parameterisation of all ED projec
tions, a 3D-object model drawn at the projections [7-9] can 
be built up. Most of the professional CAD systems can build 
3D representations from 2D projections. However, there are 
no commercial systems which can vectorise 2D ED projec
tions and automatically build a 3D-object model from vec
torised projections. A good example of a research system 
solving this task is given in Devaux et al [10], and a practical 
solution of this task is shown in McFarlane [19].

In this paper, we show our solution of this task. First, 
we consider the main stages of 3D reconstruction technology 
from 2D ED projections. We do not pay much attention to 
image vectorisation and entities recognition (because it was 
considered in our previous papers), but analyse how an ED 
image can be represented in a vector form. It is shown that 
the quality of vectorised ED images is not usually good, 
requiring the introduction of a new stage to edit the vec
torised drawing, called parameterisation. Possible ways of
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ED parameterisation are shown. The parameterised drawing 
projections are then used to build a 3D-object model, for 
which we propose an automatic/interactive algorithm. Practi
cal experiments in realising these stages are shown.

2. METHODOLOGY OF ED INTERPRETATION

Current approaches to line drawing interpretation can gener
ally be classified as either bottom -up or top-down [11]. The 
bottom -up approach is characterised by an emphasis on the 
analysis of small groups of connected or otherwise physically 
closely related pixels, and relies upon data-driven, local 
processing. Bottom-up interpretation systems tend to start 
with the image and move towards abstract, entity-level 
descriptions. In contrast, top-down approaches concentrate 
on the relationships among graphical primitives, objects and 
scenes. Systems built around this type of architecture typi
cally begin with some description of the entities they expect 
to find, and proceed by seeking evidence for the presence 
of those entities in the input drawing. Such systems therefore 
rely more on model-driven, global processing. At the time 
of writing, bottom -up approaches remain the most com
monly used, particularly for lower level interpretation tasks 
such as map vectorisation. Top-down approaches are usually 
referred to as knowledge-based, because they use a priori 
knowledge to guide object recognition.

The simplest, and most commonly used, bottom -up line 
drawing interpretation system architecture is the classic 
sequential structure. Systems based upon this model com
prise a linearly ordered set of independent processes: each 
receives the output of its predecessor and passes its own 
output on to the next process in the chain. The drawing 
image is input to the first, and the interpretation emerges 
from the final process.

A bottom -up architecture is used in our technology of 
3D object reconstruction from ED projections. Figure 1 
shows the structure of a drawing interpretation technology 
based on this design. The scheme includes three columns. 
In the left column, the main stages are shown, with auto
matic stages shown as rectangles and interactive stages as 
circled quadrangles. The middle column shows the image 
representations obtained after each stage. The right column 
shows the procedure and libraries used at the different stages.

In a full system for the automated conversion of engineer
ing drawings to 3D CAD models, one can determine six 
main (and more important) tasks (or successive stages):

1. Scanning of the line drawing to obtain a raster (binary 
or grey-scale) image.

2. Vectorisation of the raster image to obtain a vector image 
model in terms of simple graphic primitives (segments).

3. Recognition of the vector image model to obtain image 
representation in terms of universal ED entities.

4. Editing a recognised drawing.
5. Reconstruction of 3D engineering objects with all ‘seman

tic5 attributes.
6. Rapid prototyping of solid models.

Fig. 1. A bottom -up, sequential engineering drawing interpretation 
methodology.

We shall not consider the first three stages here. The 
vectorisation stage is widely described in the literature, and 
our own vectorisation system is shown in Ablameyko et al 
[13]. ED entities recognition algorithms are described in 
Ablameyko et al [14]. Also, details of rapid prototyping of 
solid models will not be given in this paper.

3. VECTORISED ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

Vectorised engineering drawings can be represented in two 
ways: by graphic primitives, or by ED entities. Here we 
consider these representations in more details.

3.1. Representation through Primitives

A vectorised engineering drawing is often represented in 
terms of graphic primitives. They can be divided into simple 
and complex ones. Straight lines, arcs, curves, circles are the 
most commonly used simple graphical primitives, though 
characters and special symbols may also be employed (Fig. 
2). _

Complex primitives are obtained by grouping together 
simple ones. The members of these groups may be divided
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Fig. 2. Simple graphical primitives: (a) straight line, (b) arc, (c) 
circle, (d) curve.

by areas of blank paper, or have different parameters. Mul
tiple simple primitives are united to form one complex 
primitive on the basis of some shared geometric or logical 
characteristics. Complex primitives describing dashed or 
chained lines may be formed from sets of colinear straight 
line segments, for example, while blocks of text may be 
obtained by grouping together characters and other compact, 
solid regions (Fig. 3).

For many drawing interpretation systems, the formation 
of complex from simple graphical primitives is the first time 
that grouping processes are applied. Complex primitives 
representing the chained lines, text blocks and arrows in a 
mechanical drawing may be combined later to form still 
higher level entities describing, for instance a specified 
dimension. Representations of individual houses extracted 
from an ordnance survey map may be grouped to describe 
the row of houses making up a terrace. In general, universal 
entity representations are hierarchically structured: simple 
graphical primitives are the base elements from which 
increasingly complex entity descriptions are constructed.

Their natural hierarchical structure gives universal entity 
representations a flexibility that is well suited to use in line 
drawing archives, CAD and CIS systems. The simple primi
tives stored at the lower levels of the hierarchy provide a 
detailed description of the drawing, and allow simple graph
ics or printing systems to produce images of the drawing 
which are very similar to the scanned original. By focusing 
on the upper levels of the hierarchy, and perhaps discarding 
the lower levels altogether, a more compact but less detailed 
representation may be obtained. This will be oriented 
towards more complex drawing interpretation tasks, but is 
only able to support the production of a relatively poor 
image of the original drawing.

3.2. Representation through Entities

The next stage transforms an image from graphical primitives 
into an ED entities form. This form represents the contents 
of the ED image in terms of generic ED entities, which are

(h <c) (d)

Fig. 3. Complex graphical primitives: (a) arrow, (b) dashed line, 
(c) symbol stroke, and (d) variable width line.

independent of the ED domain and reflect a semantic part 
of the ED. They are:

•  contour lines, symmetry axes (represented by dash-dot
ted lines),

•  hidden contour lines (represented by dashed lines),
•  matter areas (represented by cross-hatching),
•  dimensions (thin lines with arrows, witness lines, and 

so on),
•  annotation text, etc.

ED entities could also be separated into simple and com
plex entities. Simple entities are combinations of the graphic 
primitives (or their pieces), and are used to represent simple 
ED entities like a symmetry axis, a cross-hatching line, the 
border of matter area, etc. In some cases, the simple entities 
can coincide with primitives, but in a general case, they are 
more complex notions (for example, a symmetry axis can 
be represented by a polyline consisting of a few dot-dashed 
straight lines and circular arcs, etc.).

The complex entities are used for the description of more 
complex ED structures -  scenes -  and can be presented as 
combinations of graphic primitives and a set of other simple 
and/or complex entities. Examples of complex entities are a 
cross-hatching area (a set of hatching lines, bounded by one 
or more borders); a symmetry centre; a circle or a circular 
arc with a denoted centre (by crossed symmetry axes); a set 
of concentric circles having the same centre; dimensions of 
different types, etc. Examples of some ED entities are shown 
in Fig. 4.

As for the format of vector data representation, the more 
popular formats to represent the recognised graphic primi
tives and ED entities are the Initial Graphics Exchange 
Specification (IGES) format or DXF, DXB file format of 
AutoCAD system.

S. Ablameyko et al.

4. PARAMETERISATION OF VECTORISED 
DRAWINGS

4.1. Necessity and State of Parameterisation

After vectorisation we obtain a computer drawing model that
has some deficiencies. They may be divided into three types:

1. Distortions of the drawing elements arising during scan
ning and vectorisation. Among these are the represen
tation of circles and arcs with a small radius as polylines, 
distortion of the colinearity of the drawing elements and 
so on.

2. Incompleteness of dimensional information in a drawing,

(«)

Fig. 4. Examples of ED entities. Simple entities: (a) dimension, (b) 
Symmetry axis, (c) cross-hatching area, (d) border of cross-hatching 
area; complex entities: (e) a set of concentric circles.

-(d)
(e)
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which can occur for different reasons. First, the dimension 
sizes can be insufficient. Secondly, for example, on the 
assembly drawings it is accepted practice to put down 
only some sizes. Thirdly, on drawings of separate details, 
if they are carried out as several projections or sections, 
each fragment does not usually have all dimensions, but 
for their unequivocal definition it is necessary to specify 
quite complex projection links. Fourthly, there are always 
auxiliary lines on drawings (designation of centres of 
circles, axial lines and others) which never have dimen
sional notations. Fifthly, the inconsistency of the model 
parameters (point co-ordinates, equation coefficients) with 
dimensions put on a drawing. After reconstruction of 3D 
object model on the basis of its drawing, we must have 
exact consistency of model geometric parameters with the 
dimensions that were on the drawing, and with the 
dimensions and relations that were specified implicitly 
(for example, the parallelity or perpendicularly of planes). 
Without solving these problems, the reconstruction of a 
3D-object model on the basis of its drawings is imprac
tical.

3. Errors may have been made on the initial drawing. More 
generally, few engineering documents are drawn to scale 
with any accuracy. Indeed, given that many describe 
objects to 1/10 and even 1/100 mm, it is not reasonable 
to expect accurate scaling. Dimensioning and other anno
tations are intended to compensate for this. Many geo
metric properties are not stated explicitly, however, but 
implied. In Fig. 5, for example, segment 1 is clearly 
intended to be perpendicular to segments 2 and 3, though 
this is not stipulated on the drawing. Image noise and 
other distortions introduced when scanning poor quality 
drawings cause further problems. There is no guarantee 
that, after vectorisation, segments 1-3 will appear in 
precisely the correct configuration. It is similarly unlikely 
that segments 3 and 4 will be represented by exactly 
parallel line segments and segments 5 and 6 by colinear 
vectors. It may even be that the end points of, for 
example, the primitives representing segments 4 and 8 or 
8 and 5 do not coincide.

A need therefore arises for a suitable means of editing

text).

entity and vector descriptions, a process generally referred to 
as parameterisation (the term employed here), but sometimes 
described as the resolution of inconsistency [15]. Current 
CAD systems (e.g. SolidWorks and PRO/Engineer) often 
incorporate parameterisation tools. However, they usually 
work with the vector object model obtained by interactive 
tools. The parameterisation of automatically vectorised draw
ing images has not been widely considered in the literature.

4.2. Parameterisation of Automatically Vectorised 
Drawings

Broadly speaking, a drawing representation may be edited 
in either of two ways. In the first, the model is immersed 
in a graphic editor (e.g. AutoCAD) that supports the removal 
and reconstruction of erroneous primitives. This method can 
be used to correct distortions introduced during scanning 
and vectorisation, but the process is often rather time con
suming. Suppose, for example, that the entity 
recognition/vectorisation system decides that the vector cor
responding to segment 4 should intersect arcs 7 and 8 in 
Fig. 5. In enforcing these relationships, it may reject the 
previously extracted segment 4, and replace it with a new 
vector that touches segments 7 and 8 in the appropriate 
places. This will probably affect segment 4’s relationship to 
other primitives. It might, for example, change the angle 
between segments 4 and 9, which may have to be corrected. 
If the system later modifies the radius R12,50, without 
moving the centre of the arc, the angle between segments 
4 and 9 will again change, and it will again be necessary to 
rebuild segment 4 to make it intersect arcs 7 and 8.

In the worst case, it may take almost as long to complete 
this process as it would to reproduce the paper drawing 
within the graphics editor, by hand, from the very beginning. 
This is perhaps not so surprising; systems like AutoCAD 
were designed to support the creation of new drawings. As 
a result, they require the position, orientation, size, etc. of 
each drawing component to be specified precisely. Until 
an automatic drawing interpretation process can provide 
reasonable quantities of such information reliably, it will do 
little to ease the task of creating CAD drawings via Auto
CAD-style tools.

In the second approach, the drawing representation is 
thought of as a sketch to be updated. The production an 
accurate drawing representation therefore becomes a search 
for the best parameterisation of a set of models of geometri
cal objects; those models being provided by an automatic 
interpretation process. Quantitative constraints (required 
sizes, angles, etc.) are added to the ‘sketch’ and a ‘correct’ 
model built automatically. Constraints such as parallelism, 
colinearity, etc. between primitives may be recognised auto
matically, or specified in interactive mode. Automatically 
identified constraints may be corrected manually. Once the 
required relations have been finalised, they are applied to 
and their effects propagated across the drawing model, 
updating and correcting the geometric properties of the 
initial vector/entity description. This facility is provided by 
various systems, for example GCAD, SolidWorks, 
PRO/Engineer and DesignPost Drafting.
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4.3. Specifics of Parameterisation for 3D Object Model 
Reconstruction

If we consider the whole process of converting paper-based 
drawing projections to 3D objects, a question arises: when 
should geometric primitives be put into correspondence with 
the corresponding dimensions? There are two possibilities:

1. After vectorisation, but before 3D model reconstruction. 
This provides an opportunity to apply well-developed 
and successful methods for the parameterisation of 2D 
object models.

2. After reconstruction of a rough 3D model created using 
approximate drawing co-ordinates. Dimensions and 
relations established within the 3D model may then be 
propagated more widely across the drawing. The drawback 
of this approach is the poor level of development of 
current methods for the parameterisation of 3D models.

To the designer of a parameterisation system, the main 
problem with automatically derived line drawing descriptions 
is the high probability of incomplete dimensional infor
mation. As noted above, many dimensions are implied rather 
than stated explicitly. The problem is compounded when 
the drawing comprises several projections or sections; to 
make use of all the dimensional information, it may be 
necessary to form quite complex projectional links. Some 
auxiliary lines (e.g. marking the centres of circles and axial 
lines) are, by convention, never dimensioned. Moreover, the 
available dimensional information cannot always be taken at 
face value; conflicts can arise between textual/numerical data 
and linework. Figure 6, for example, shows a right-angled 
triangle with internal angles of 45 degrees. The annotation, 
however, gives one angle as 50 degrees. If the written value 
is accepted, the position of the corners of the triangle must 
be modified, and vice versa.

The parameterisation tools built into existing 
CAD/graphics systems are constructed on a variety of prin
ciples, each of which imposes different restrictions on their 
application to automatically vectorised drawings. A linear, 
sequential model construction method is realised in GCAD 
[16]. A non-directional graph is constructed, in which nodes 
correspond to structural elements (segments, circles, points) 
and arcs to known relationships (intersection, parallelism, 
fixed distance, etc.) between them. The graph is then 
arranged so that there are enough arcs to enter each node 
to define, unequivocally, the corresponding structural 
element. The method is subject to the following restrictions:

1. It can only be applied when the object considered can 
be constructed, consistently, element by element.

Fig. 6. A simple conflict between linework and annotation.

2. There are no contradictions in the dimensioning available.

Sequential construction of drawing objects is almost always 
possible; the second constraint is more frequently violated. 
The algorithm has the advantage, however, of being able 
to detect insufficient or superfluous dimensioning of the 
input drawing.

PRO/Engineer also requires clear and consistent dimen
sioning to be input before parameterisation can begin. The 
system supports the use of various dimensioning systems, 
including those for which it is not necessary to find sequen
tial chains of constraints. SolidWorks also supports a variety 
of dimensioning schemes, and does not require an initial, 
completely dimensioned model.

Figure 7 shows the result of vectorising a slightly simplified 
version of the engineering drawing.

The main obstacle to effective, automatic parameterisation 
of automatically generated vector and entity descriptions is 
the lack of complete and consistent dimension information. 
Advances in entity recognition methods may help, but it 
seems highly unlikely that the necessary information will be 
provided by any automatic drawing interpretation system 
until significant progress has been made towards the prin
cipled resolution of inconsistencies. In the meantime, the 
construction and use of interactive editing tools appears to 
provide the best route to geometrically correct drawing 
interpretations. It should be noted, however, that the con
struction of powerful, easy to use parameterisation toolkits 
and environments will require at least some understanding 
of, and possibly even a partial solution to, the inconsistency 
problem. Even if the operator is to make all the necessary 
corrections and modifications, the tools to be used must be 
capable of dealing effectively with the range of problems 
expected to arise. The scope of these tools will be hard 
to specify without reference to the inconsistency problem. 
Moreover, specifying the interaction required between 
human operator and parameterisation environment may also 
be problematic, unless some knowledge is available of the 
type of distortions and inconsistencies expected.
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After recalculation of the model parameters, a new model 
is created whose parameters correspond to sizes given 
explicitly, and relations given implicitly, in the initial draw
ing. This model is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the same 
drawing after changing its dimensions. It shows that, after 
parameterisation, entities and dimensions for example corre
spond to each others.

5. 3D OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

5.1. Approaches for 3D Object Reconstruction

The final goal of engineering drawing interpretation is the 
construction of a 3D model of the drawn object(s). A robust

ability to generate such models from paper drawings would 
provide the designer with a powerful, alternative method of 
access to the shape of a proposed object [7-9,17,18]. 
Assuming that the input drawing has been interpreted to 
the level of CAD primitives, 3D reconstruction is achieved 
by the analysis of multiple projections. The recovery of 3D 
models has been the subject of increasing study over the 
last decade, as image interpretation techniques have become 
more mature and successful. Although further work is 
required, current systems and techniques begin to provide 
a sound basis for the transformation of technical projections 
into 3D object models. Many CAD systems (e.g. AutoCAD) 
already incorporate some form of model building tool.

A typical engineering drawing comprises some subset of 
six orthogonal views: front, top, right, left, back and bottom. 
Further, auxiliary, views are often added to improve the 
representation of oblique faces. Three orthogonal projections, 
however, form the minimal input required for 3D recon
struction.

Numerous purely geometric reconstruction methods have 
been proposed, the basic idea being to look for sets of 
consistent matches between features extracted from three 
projections of an object [1]. One group of algorithms is 
based on the concept o f ‘fleshing out’ projections [18]. These 
are based on the reconstruction of a wireframe model by 
matching vertices and edges between projections; the faces 
of the object are then obtained by propagating constraints 
across the wire frame. Many variations on this theme have 
been developed. A second group of algorithms is volume- 
oriented; the idea here is first to find 3D subparts, then to 
combine them to build the complete object.

As Tombre [1] notes, all these methods share two limi
tations, which narrow their domain of application:

1. The data on which they work has to be perfect, i.e. they 
require a clean, idealised set of projections, uncluttered 
by annotation and free of noise and uncertainty. This is, 
at present, impossible to obtain reliably via automatic 
interpretation of images of real drawings.

2. They only consider the geometric component of the 
drawing. A large part of most drawings is, however, more 
symbolic than geometric. The large amount of valuable 
information carried by the symbolic component cannot 
be exploited by these methods.

The first limitation might be overcome, or at least eased 
significantly, by the development of more reliable automatic 
techniques. Interactive methods could also be incorporated 
to improve the quality of the input data. The second limi
tation is perhaps more difficult to deal with, though it might 
be overcome by applying knowledge-based methods. Some 
potential solutions are considered elsewhere [7-9,17,18].

5.2. 3D Object Reconstruction Algorithm

We have long-term experience of working with machine- 
building drawings, and for these drawing types we have 
developed a 3D object reconstruction algorithm from mul
tiple projections. The algorithm is based on the detection 
of volumetric solid-state object components (primitives), and

7
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performing theoretic-set operations with the components. So 
far as it is practically impossible to build a 3D reconstruction 
algorithm for any drawing type, several assumptions should 
be made.

First, our algorithm is tuned to selected types of machine- 
building drawings, used in machine-building attachment 
(jigs, fixtures, etc.) and depicting, at most, second-order 
surfaces. Drawing scale is also assumed to be one of a 
standard set: 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:5, 1:10, 2:1, 4:1, 5:1 or 10:1. 
Secondly, it is assumed that each object can be represented 
by a combination of members of a library of standard 
volumetric solid-state primitives (generalised cylinders, 
prisms, nuts, holes and others defined by the user). 
Finally, we suppose that any successful reconstruction 
technology requires the synthesis of automatic and inter
active operations. In particular, the user should provide 
semantic information about each set of orthogonal projec
tions, but the reconstruction software should determine 
the object’s representation in terms of volumetric primi
tives.

One of the most important features of our approach is 
the analysis not only of the geometry of projection views, 
but some aspects of machine-building technology incorpor
ated with ED. For example, we deal with sheet metal parts, 
stamp technology and equipment. There is no problem 
in determing the outer contour of each projection during 
recognition. However, problems may appear with inner con
tours. To prevent possible difficulties, we propose a special 
technological image library. As a rule, the inner contour is 
a hole in a sheet. So, a technological image library should 
consist of a graphic model hole stamping in a sheet part in 
the conditions of concrete production amalgamation, plant 
or factory. Also, we propose some procedures comparing real 
recognised images of an inner contour with the technological 
analogy in the library.

A 3D object reconstruction algorithm is shown in Fig. 
10. It starts with an edited and parameterised entity 
level drawing description. Three views of an engineering 
drawing of a sheet metal part are shown in Fig. 11. After 
the interactive removal of annotation, it is possible to 
determine the dimensions of the boundary rectangles for 
each view. Boundary rectangles show the method of 
extruding the outer and inner contours for projections. 
In accordance with Fig. 12, one should extrude a contour 
on a plan view on the high equal to A, front view С and 
left view B. Results of ED processing at the main steps 
of the 3D object reconstruction algorithm for these projec
tions are shown in Figs 13-15. The correspondence 
between stages and ED transformations is shown by corre
sponding numbers. Subtractions of inner solids from the 
outer contour solid is an automatic procedure. For some 
cases, the processes of tuning, aligning and interfering 
may be automatic or interactive. This approach allows us 
to work with projections which may have not strong links 
between them.

The full technology of 3D object reconstruction is a 
mixture of automatic and interactive steps. Automatic oper
ations are performed in 2-3 seconds on an IBM PC Pentium

<

Fig. 10. 3D object reconstruction algorithm.

II, and the time taken for an interactive job depends upon 
the operator’s qualifications. Reconstruction results are 
inspected by a user, who can repeat this process from the 
beginning. Figure 16 shows the solid of a machine-building 
part reconstructed in two variants, taking into account the

8. 3d-model visual inspection by user
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Fig. 11. Three views of an engineering drawing.

Fig. 12. Projections of engineering drawing are ready for extruding,

parameterised dimensions and the links of the geometry 
projection view.

6. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS

Working in this area for more than 20 years, we have 
developed several generations of systems for ED image

Fig. 13. Automatic project contours extruding on corresponding high 
(5) and automatic subtraction of inner solids from outer solid (6).

Fig. 14. Automatic turn, align and interfere of solids.

interpretation and CAD applications. Here, we describe cur
rent versions of the systems. The latest version of the system 
for 3D object reconstruction from ED projections has been 
realised on an IBM PC computer. Let us briefly describe 
them.
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Fig. 15. Solid model as a final result of 3D object reconstruction.

A system for the vectorisation and recognition of engineer
ing drawings is implemented on the Windows platform. The 
input binary images are obtained from engineering drawings 
with sizes from A4-A1, usually scanned with a resolution 
of 400-800 DPI. The raster data for the processing are 
represented in PCX, TIFF or MSP format (Fig. 17). Output 
data are represented in the IGES or AutoCAD DXB, DXF 
files.

The system performs the following main functions:

•  Image loading. The program allows to process raster 
black-and-white images in the PCX, TIFF and RLE for
mats.

•  Detailed viewing. You can select a rectangular area on 
the image for detailed viewing.

•  Decreasing the scale (shrink the image).
•  Increasing the scale (enlarge the image).
•  Shift the view along the image to the Right over a half 

of the width of the screen.
•  Shift the view along the image to the Left over a half of 

the width of the screen.
•  Shift Up the view along the image over a half of the 

height of the screen.
•  Shift Down the view along the image over a half of the 

height of the screen.
•  Distance and Angle measurement. The units are defined 

in the Setting menu.
•  Zooming the image to fit the window (a full image view).
•  Image rotation. The image rotates around its left corner 

in the direction which is specified either by an angle (On 
set) or by means of the mouse. The direction of rotation 
can be set with respect to either the Vertical or Horison- 
tal line.

•  The Process menu allows us to change a list of the 
processing functions and set parameters for each function 
(Fig. 18).

•  Vector Data Approximation using straight lines and circu
lar arcs. The output quality depends on given parameters.

•  Recognition functions include recognition of main entities.
•  Alignment and Joining of extracted entities. If you select

the Orthogonal Alignment mode, then most orthogonal 
lines become strictly orthogonal.

•  The Settings manu allows us to choose the measuring 
units, as well as the parameters of the raster and vector 
image placement.

•  The system menu allows viewing of both the initial (raster) 
image and the result (vector) data.

Vectorisation of an A2 format ED image is performed in 
1-2 minutes. The recognition software includes programs 
for the recognition of straight lines, circular arcs and circles, 
hatched areas (hatching lines and areas boundaries), sym
metry and broken lines, some types of dimensions (linear, 
diametral, radial, angular), and closed areas bounded by 
contour lines. The recognition result is shown in Fig. 19. 
The extracted ED elements are aligned and transformed into 
DXF AutoCAD format. The experiments show good enough 
quality and noise stability of recognition. The recognition 
time for not very complex images in A4 format (about 1000 
initial segments) is equal to 30 seconds, and for enough 
saturating images (about 3000 segments) it is equal to 1 
minute on an IBM PC Pentium III.

The second part of the technology (editing or 
parameterisation) can be performed in two ways: with help 
of GCAD system developed by us; or with help of Solid- 
works system.

The GCAD system is described in detail in Gorelik [16]. 
In our experiments, we used both methods, but the second 
variant was more preferable. In the second variant, the 
recognised drawing is recorded in DXF format and imported 
into SolidWorks. ED is edited with the aim of eliminating 
any distortions introduced during scanning and automatic 
vectorisation. Editing comprises:

•  the removal and replacement of deformed elements; and
•  the removal and replacement of all automatically gener

ated dimensioning.

The latter operation is necessary because all sizes recorded 
in SolidWorks must be associated with the corresponding 
linework. Without this, parameterisation is impossible. Solid
Works can now identify relations implicit in the given 
drawing; horizontal and vertical position, intersection, etc. 
Connectivity between drawing elements and the location of 
their common points is established automatically during the 
input of a DXF file into SolidWorks.

To realise the last stage, we developed a system for the 
3D reconstruction of solids from drawing projections under 
AutoCAD R2000 by using the AutoLisp language. This sys
tem assumes that the engineering drawings are prepared as 
per the ISO drafting standard.

The main options of the system are:

•  choice of project name;
•  inspection of projection contours; all of them should be 

as closed polylines in the terminology of AutoCAD;
•  aligning of view under corresponding projection links;
•  changing colours for each view to better interpretation 

(Fig. 20(a));
•  determination of extrude high for each view;
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Fig. 16. Example of reconstructed solid object from parameterised drawing projections.

НЙІН пени

Fig. 17. Example of system window with a binary engineering drawing.

Fig. 18. Example of parameters setting for preprocessing and vec
torisation.

Fig. 19. Vectorised and recognised ED entities.

•  extruding solids as a child of closed polylines for each 
view on determine high (Fig. 20(b));

•  subtraction inner solids as a holes from outer solid view 
(Fig. 20(c));

•  preparation for aligning view solids and auxiliary 3rd 
rotations (Fig. 20(d));

•  generation auxiliary box for each solid view;
•  aligning auxiliary boxes around plan projection solid view 

(Fig. 20(e));
•  theoretical-set interfering of aligning solids (Fig. 20(f));
•  procedures of hiding lines (Fig. 20(g)) and shading sur

faces (Fig. 20(a));
•  creation of special view screens to compare input 2D 

projections with 3D reconstructed solid (Fig. 20(i,k)).

All these options are shown below as a range of screen 
monitor copies. The drawings shown in Fig. 20 required 
approximately 20 seconds to process the reconstruction (PC 
Pentium Celeron, 333 MHz with 64 MB of memory).
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Fig. 20. Example of 3D object reconstruction from ED projections realised by means of the system. For explanation, see text.

A wide variety of engineering drawings has been interpreted 
by this system, including drawings with odd view layouts and 
moderately complex features. The following figures consist of 
the scanned engineering drawings, which were fed into the 
system, and a 3D solid object, which was then generated by 
it. We use the example from Devaux et al [10, Fig. 14a], which 
was added by two ellipse holes. This example can help to 
compare our results with results shown in Devaux et al [10].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of 3D-object model reconstruc
tion from engineering drawing projections was considered. 
The main stages of the 3D reconstruction technology have 
been shown. The main focus in the technology has been 
the parameterisation of recognised drawings and 3D object 
model reconstruction from vectorised ED projections, 3D
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Fig. 20. Continued.

reconstruction algorithm is based on the detection of 
volumetric solid-state object components (primitives), and 
performing theoretic-set operations with the components. 
The algorithms developed, as well as practical experience 
in realising these stages, have been shown.
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